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I am honored to participate 1n this Intelevent Conference to 

discuss the overall theme "Objective 2000: Information Transfer 

for a Global Society," and to participate on this panel 

specifically discussing the "Integrated Global Web." Since 

I have a rather cOhlprehensive background in broadcasting, I 

would like to present a viewpoint on the the role of mass media 

in the worldwide network. 

The words of the late visionary Marshall McLuhan 1n 

describing the global village seem to take on new dimensions of 

validity, especially when the world vi~ws student democracy 

uprisings in China, election developments 1n Poland, the surge 

for more freedon 1n Russia and East Germany, plus all the live 

reports on natural and man-made disasters. McLuhan stated: 

"Electric circuitry has overthro~ln the regime of 'time' and 

'space' and pours upon us instantly and continuously the 

concerns of all other men. It has reconstituted dialogue on 

a global scale. Its message is Total Change, ending 

psychic, social, economic, and political parochialism. The 

old civic, state, and national groupings have become' 

unworkable. Nothing can be further from the spirit of the 

new technology than 'a place for everything and everything 

in its place.' You can't go home again. 1I 
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Just as the glare of television cameras 1n the deep south of 

the United States in the nineteen fifties and sixties ultimately 

resulted 1n changes 1n racial policies and social attitudes, the 

live video from Tiananmen Square might well portend additional 

social, political and economic changes in China. The fact 1S 

that today graphically communicating the social-political 

problems and the plight of the oppressed 1n any part of the 

world can have a great impact on the rest of the world's 

population. 

Satellite technology has brought us to the brink of the 

international Global Village and fiber optics may well carry 

us the rest of the way. It 1S important to remember that 

technology 1S not the only thing that 1S changing. We, the 

people, are changing. Technology 1S only a tool for changing the 

way we live our lives. National boundaries including the 1ron 

curtain countries are much less restrictive than they once were 

because they are constantly penetrated by communication messages 

an c: nevi s pro g r a Itl s del i v ere dan d r e c e i v e d b Y new and ex i s tin g 

technologies. 

Perhaps national security 1S less important than it once was 

because we are all learning more and more about our potential 

adversaries. And, the more we learn about each other the less 

we have to fear. When ordinary American citizens can talk with 

ordinary Soviet citizens via a two-way video hookup as they have 

in recent months and those meetings are broadcast for all to see 

and hear, it is clear that times have changed for the better. 
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The relative isolation of the past is gone and with it the 

opportunity for misunderstanding and mistrust that has 

characterized so muc~ of our past. 

I'm not suggesting that international conflict 1S completely 

a thing of the past. Unfortunately, it 1S still alive. 

Conflict remains even within our cities and, indeed, within our 

neighborhoods. Technology alone cannot force all of us to behave 

rationally and compassionately; but, it can assist us in taking 

a broader and more rational view of our neighbors on a global 

scale. 

QniY~K§~l_~~i~llil~_£QmgQni£~iiQQ~_~Q~_~££~~~iQg_ii~g£ 

iKQn~~iii£~_~Q£l~~iQ~_~QiQ_~~~g£_£g~Qli£_iQ_ihg_~hQ£iQ&_Qi_IY 
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~Q2P§I§li9g· 

Since the inception of Intelevent, significant changes have 

taken place both in the realm of telecommunication policy and 

technolo~ies. We have seen in Europe and elsewhere the 

privatization of broadcast, common carr1er and satellite 

serv1ces. Some countries are experiencing for the first time a 

marketplace approach to the development of telecommunication 

services, while other countries are returning to a tele~ 

communication environment operated on marketplace principles. 

We are witnessing competitive telecommunication serV1ces not 

only within our countries, but also on the world market. 

Competition certainly exists in the technology market and we are 

see1ng it develop in the software market -- video programming. 
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On the technology side, all eyes are turned to Europe 1992. 

This represents a free ~arket with 325 million people and with 

a c 0 TIl bin e d G r 0 s s Nat ion alP rod u c t 0 f $ 4 t r ill ion dol 1 a r s • 

Tepresents an economic power comparable to the U.S. or the 

Th is 

Pacific region countries. Europe 1992 opens the possibility for 

investment capital from major foreign investors. I hope that 

our markets remaln open and protectionist behavior is 

discouraged. 

As & forerunner to 1992, we can examlne the world market for 

video programming. Hollywood is going global. United Artists 

is being pursued by Quintex Group, an Australian company. I 

agree with an article written by Richard Stevenson appearing In 

the New York Times (April 16, 1989, page IF). He states: 

"Driven by econor;ClC, technological and cultural factors, 

movie and television studios are aggressively selling their 

product& In fast-growing and increasingly profitable foreign 

markets. At the same time, foreign companies and investors, 

recognizing Hollywoodls unrelenting international dominance 

of the industry, are starting to snap up studios and 

production cOIilpanies in the United States." 

Stevenson believes that globalization is coming at a time when 

there lS increased worldwide demand for video entertainment 

programming. I might: add that this demand lS being spur,red 

by the development of additional broadcast, cable and satellite 

video distribution serVlces. Rupert Murdoch believes that 

"improvements In living standards, ney, developments In 

technology, increases In leisure time and the deregulation of 

broadcasting" contr-ibute to the demand for video programming. 
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In the U.S. we have seen 20th Century-Fox purchased by News 

America Corporation (controlled by international media executive 

Rupert Murdoch now a U.S. citizen) ~ MTM Entertainment purchased 

by Television South P.L.C. (Britain); controlling interest ~n 

the Cannon Group purchased by Giancarlo Parretti (Italy); and 

controlling interest in Barris Industries purchased by Westfield 

Capital/North Star Holdings (Australia). Most recently, Sony 

Corporation announced its purchase of Columbia Pictures; and 

with this particular development we are see~ng the international 

Derg~ng of technology and software. 

Variety, £n influential American trade publication, 

characterizes tbe Sony $4.7 billion acquisition as not so much 

a case of East meets West as it ~s hardware meets software. The 

Sony purchase of Columbia Pictures ~s worth noting due to its 

~agnitude and the effect it will have on worldwide competition 

on both technology and programming. Sony, a major manufacturer, 

lilay also use its neu-found programming power to influence prompt 

introduction of HDTV in America. As importantly, the effects of 

international business on our respective citizenry must also be 

considered. In 2 quote appearing ~n The Washington Post (Sept. 

27, 1989, page Bl) and attributed to Mr. Akio Morita, Sony 

Corporation's Chairman, he states with reference to the Columbia 

Pic t u res pur c has e t hat it II 'v ill get Am e ric an son J a pan's' sid e • II 

Such statements, if true, could raise the concerns of those 

who have open markets. Open markets should mean that consumers 

have competitively priced products. In the area of programmlng 

open markets will allow programming to be available for the 

variety of delivery services and at competitive prices. 
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The ability tv "influence" people's attitudes either for good or 

for bad should be a serendipitous byproduct of the creative 

programming produced by a functioning market. With a thriving 

worldwide demand for Western music and American programs, 

Sony, an efficient manufacturer, could become a most influential 

factor ~n the international marketplace. I believe that markets 

have been closed under the guise of protecting domestic 

businesses, however, in the area of programming, I believe 

another reason for closed markets is based on the fear, real or 

imagined, that programming will influence the viewing/listening 

public 
" 

~n an unfavorable social-polit~cal manner. 

Briefly, the example of Sony encompasses several of the 

issues we must all address in the international marketplace. 

To what extent are we going to allow foreign ownership of 

program~ing our citizens view? From a financial viewpoint, 

should we accept foreign equity rather than domestic debt? What 

affect dOES this programming have on viewers? Do foreign owners 

have tLe potential to influence the content of programming 

favorable to the interests of the foreign owners? What are the 

implications for HDTV? I recognize that the international 

marketplace for programming may conflict with some individual 

national interests. In fact, some nations currently have 

restrictions on the amount of foreign programming permitted to 

be aired on broadcast systems. 

I note with interest and some concern that efforts are being 

made by European Community foreign ministers to restrict 

non-European programming available to European broadcasters. 
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I believe this type of restriction should only apply to 

political propaganda. In my opinion, this spells protectionism. 

Naturally, such a protectionist move strikes at the heart of 

free trade and runs counter to the progress that has been made 

to remove trade barriers. Currently, Europe is experiencing an 

1ncrease in the development of private commercial broadcasting 

and these broadcasters are being criticized for airing U.S. 

pro~ramming. The very fact that these broadcasters are making 

independent programming decisions that include non-European 

programv1ng demonstrates there 1S a consumer market for such 

program~ing. Restrictions on non-political programming from 

non-European countries not only restricts free trade, but also 

limits options available to consumers. Such program~ing 

restrictions constitute a major step backward in a world moving 

toward open m2rkets and free trade. It could represent a 

violation of the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade). 

Hopefully, there may be less than initially meets the eye on 

this lssue. European sources state it 1S a political statement 

rather than an enforceable rule. They also point to the many 

exceptions. 

As technology advances and demand for programming increases, 

the international marketplace for video programming will force 

all of us to think, and to rethink our domestic policies. 

affecting the airing of foreign owned programming. The U.S. 

is the current leader in producing programming for movies, 

television and cable, but there isn't much difference in making 

a DOV1E or television program in Hollywood, England, Italy or 

for that natter, any other country. The process 1S universal --
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but at present, the U.S. has the experience, facilities and 

pioneer expertise. 

Programming 1S just one side of the equation and technology 

1S the other side. Sociologists have long believed that 

technological advances outpace manls ability to integrate these 

advancee into a functioning society. As I mentioned earlier, 

technology 1S causing the inexorable development of the "global 

village. ll As policYhlakers we must address technological issues 

from a global perspective. We have all seen the development of 

satellite technology and its effect of the distribution of 

pro g r a III min g • Now, we must look to future technological advances 

sue has 11 i g h d e fin it ion tel e vis ion and fib e r 0 p tic s • 

In the U.S. we have decided that an advanced terrestrial 

television system must not obsolete the millions of TV receivers 

already 1n AQerican households. By making this decision, the 

u.S. has focused on a terrestrial rather than satellite-only 

delivered advanced television system. This policy 1S consistent 

~ith the U.S. goal of fostering a local broadcast serV1ce. 

Our commitment to localism creates unique policy concerns. 

A terrestrial system probably could require additional spectruID 

for existing broadcasters. Therefore, the difficulties 

surrounding the development of a terrestrial advanced 

broadcast system is also hampered by spectrum limitations. 

The FCC 1;88 sponsored a Task Force consisting of broadcast, 

cable and satellite interests, as well as academics, to 

address the development of an advanced television system. 
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I hope this Task Force of co~munication leaders will continue 

its ~li~Il~_lQ_iQImQl£~~g_~ingl~_~l~n£gIQ_IQI_~n_~£Y~n£~£ 

l~l£yi£i~Q_£Y§l~g· 

early next year. 

Systems under development will begin testing 

I recognize that Japan and Europe have made great strides 1n 

the area of high definition television and have focused 

primarily on satellite delivery systems. In the U.S., efforts 

are being made to assure that broadcast, cable and satellite 

all have advanced television system signals of comparable 

quality. We do not want to develop a "have" and "have not" 

advanced television environment. Since the U.S. has an 

advertiser supported broadcast system, the development of a 

"have" and "have not" environment could erode the financial base 

and affect the program service of over-the-air broadcasting. 

All video delivery systefus recognize the power of the consumer 

and the success of advanced television systems 1n the U.S. will 

depend on the consumer making the investment in receiver 

technology. Therefore, all parties have an interest in assuring 

that broadcast, cable and satellite can provide comparable 

quality advanced television signals at affordable rates into the 

11 OIn e • 

Simply stated, the U.S. has chosen to take an alternative 

route from either Europe or Japan in the the development of 

Advanced television transmission and receiving systems. 

European and Japanese companies are participating 1n this 

development process. Unfortunately, it 1S too early to deter-

mine exactly what the U.S. advanced television system will be. 
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In the meantime, ~ggLl~£g£_£hQQ1£_£g_~Q~iQLlg£_£Y_lhg_f£~1_lh£1 

lhg_rff_h£~ __ £g_g~QgLl_~IY_I££k_rQI~£_IgQIg£~g11gg_1hg_ygIy_£g£l 

19£hgl££1~_1~ggl_ggQ_gQginl£lL£11yg_~lnQ£_£111ggg11Y_£gg~lgg_1Q 

QIQY1Qg_~illg£1££_~11h_lhg_£g£1_hlgh_Ig£QlQliQg~_high_£gflgl11Qg 

IY_~gIyi£~_lQ_mggl_QQI_Qgl~Q~_g~g££· 

Continuing with the discussion on technologies, a relatively 

new technology lS bursting upon the scene which promises a 

further shrinking of the planet. The light from lasers 

pulsating throu~h strands of hair-thin glass fibers offers 

yet another tool for communicating with one another. 

The ability of fiber optic transmission facilities, often In 

conjunction with satellite technology, to facilitate the 

transfer of enorLiOUS quantities of information very quickly has 

exciting implications. 

Certainly this has implications 

for international relations, for medical care, business, and 

education as the the major world medical research centers, 

hospitals, corporations and educational institutions become 

connected worldwide. Pieces of this database could be extracted 

quickly and inexpensively with the aid of widely available 

computer technology. 

Evidence of the merger between fiber optics and satellite l8 

the development of cable television systems in Europe and the 

Far East. u.s. telephone companies are participating in joint 

ventures to build and operate cable systems using fiber optics. 
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These systems provide video. V01ce and data to the subscribers 

home. 

In the U.S., cable television systems operators are 

rebuilding the backbone of their cable systems with fiber 

optics. Such efforts will allow system operators to provide 

improved signals into the home while reducing the operational 

costs of the cable system. As a general rule. U.S. telephone 

companies cannot OWll video programming services offered on 

cable television systems. The contentious 1ssue of telephone 

companies owning cable television systems is being debated 

currently at the FCC and Congress. The FCC can only develop 

a comprehensive record and recommend to the Congress and 

appropriate authorities whether or not telephone companies 

should be permitted to own cable systems. The United States 

Con~ress would have to amend the Communications Act and the U.S. 

District Court must remove certain restrictions. such as the 

prohibition of information services which includes video 

progranmLng before phone cowpanies can enter into the video 

business. This 1S a pr1me example of telecommunications 

technology confronting and reshaping telecommunications policy. 

Such confrontations are something that we all share or will 

share within our respective countries. 

America's local exchange telephone carriers are eagerly 

anticipating the day when it will be feasible to install fiber 

to thE home. The overwhelming majority of ratepayers who use 

telephone service simply to make and receive voice calls 

cannot be expected to finance the multi-billion dollar cost 
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of constructing a multi-capacity all fiber system. Such a 

system must be able to provide new services that are valued by 

the public. Most of the serv~ces often mentioned as of possible 

interest to future telephone subscribers -- such as home 

banking, utility use meter reading and so on -- do not require a 

broadband network. They are technically feasible with existing 

facilities. The key question facing policymakers ~n the U.S.A. 

~s whether telephone companies need to provide video programming 

to justify the capital expenditures necessary for the 

development of a switched fiber optic network. 

There may be some desirable non-video broadband serv~ces the 

public will be willing to buy in the future, but they are not 

self-evident at this time. The fact is current phone networks 

are capable of providing services that could support much 

greater data rates than are currently in wide usage. The 

obvious problem ~s keeping rates affordable to consumers. 

The public doesn't generally perceive information data 

services available ~n the U.S. such as "Compuserve" or "Genie" 

to be mass 
, . 

meQ~a. Certainly they have not reached anywhere near 

the penetration levels of the French Minitel for a variety of 

reasons. One important reason is the cost of access to the 

American services. In addition to the cost of a person~l 

computer and a modem, the hourly access costs, alone, are 

sufficient to discourage all but a relative few potential users. 

A new information service 18 rapidly being deployed 

1n the United States that might appeal to a broader market. 
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IBM and Sears are jointly providing the Prodigy service which 

contains lliany services similar to those provided by existing 

database services. Perhaps Prodigy's most significant 

distinguishing feature 1S its cost to the end user. Prodigy 18 

supported 1n part by advertising revenues enabling the end user 

to gain unlimited access for a monthly fee of just under ten 

u.s. dollars. It will be interesting to see whether the 

relatively modest fee and increasing number of services 

available will g1ve Prodigy the mass appeal which the others 

have generally failed to achieve. 

To sum up, broadband public switched networks will almost 

surEly develop over time. The most obvious use for such 

networks likely will be video services. The demand for 

non-video broadband services for residential consumers 1S not 

a p par e n t 8 t t his tin, e • 

Perhaps Marshall McLuhan Ln his visionary statement about 

the global village perceived the day when technology and the 

worldwide content it provides would bring all nations to a 

level of greater understanding. To reach a greater level of 

understanding we must cOQmunicate. 

vehicle for greater communications. 

Technology provides the 

It 1S a fact, however, 

that technology adval:ces faster than man's ability to us,e it. 
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Therefore, we must continue to search for ways consumers of all 

natioDD will benefit from our technological advances. We Dust 

continue down the path of information free flow. lIQ&I&mmiQ&~ 

I 
r 

l 



Quello blasts £C program limits 
During remarks In Lisbon, FCC 
commissioner says restrictions 
on nonpolitical programing from 
non European countries restricts 
free trade, limits consumer options 

FCC Commissioner James Quello last 
week caUed the European Community'S 
restrictions on the importation of pro
granting from the U.S, and other coun
tries outside the community' 'protection
ism .. ,[lhat] strikes at the heart of free 
trade and runs counter to the progress that 
has been made to remove trade barriers." 

QueUo w~s speaking at a telecommuni
cations conference in Lisbon, Portugal, 
just a week after the . EC approved a plan 
that would limit to 50%, where practica
ble, the amount of nonlocal programing 
that member countries could broadcast 
(BROADCASTING, Oct. 9). 

According to Quello, the "very fact" 
that the growing number of private Euro
pean broadcasters are suffering criticism 
for filling out their schedules with non-EC 
programing "demonstrates there is a con- ' 
sumer demand" for it. 

"Restrictions on nonpolitical program
ing from nonEuropean countries not only 
restrict free trade, but also limit options 
available to consumers," Quello said at 
the conference. "Such programing re
strictions constitute a major step back
ward in a world moving toward open mar
kets and free trade." 

In additjon to a desire to protect domes
tic markets, QueUo said, countries close 
markets due to "the fear, real or imag-

ined, that programing will influence the 
viewing/listening public in an unfavorable 
manner ... 

QueUo expressed sympathy for the lat-' 
fer concern. " I recognize that the interna
tional marketplace for programing may 
conflict with some individual national in-
terests," he said. . 

Sony Chairman Aldo Morita told the 
Washinuf,onPost that Sony's ownership of 
Columbia Pictures will "get Americans 
on Japan's side," Quello said. "Such 
statements, if true, raise t.he concerns of 
those who have open markets." he said. 
"The ability to influence people's atti
tudes either for good or for bad should be 
a serendipitous byproduct of the creati ve 
programing produced by a functioning 
market." . 

Shifting. from software to hardware, 
QueLio said U.S. telephone companies 
want to build fiber optic networks encom
passing all their customers. But to justify 
the enormous cost of such an undertaking, 
he said, the telcos must first come up with 
attractive services that can use the capaci
ty of fiber networks. 

"The key question facing policymakers 
in the U.S.A. is whether telephone com
panies need to provide video programing 
to justify the capital expenditures, to he 
said, noting that federal law now bars 
tel cos from providing video services in 
their telephone-service areas. "There may 
be some desirable non video broadband 
services the public will be willing to buy 
in the future, but they are not self-evident 
at this time." -HAJ 

:r:, ·"Early .. . returps ,on ITU.COMS,'89~·' -•. 7~~·~ · ; 
In 1987, wh~hvJI'l~ ' lnternatiq:nal Tel~;~mr:nuniCation Union'first p.r;opesed h01ding I,!J'J/ >,;.;l 
COM '89 W.orle 'Electronic. Media Symposium and Exhipilior:l"IR Geneya {BflOAOO@rc. <; 
lNG, Oct. S) i It,W~~·s~enas.a 'PJaYlftilJ\iJ:l~ , toP;l')otch a\ldie~ee;' of Ihe 'weJI-estabIiSt\'e"c(· ~ 
but overb_ur-se~ed. M0Qtreo~"lnte'rAat0flSiI Television SYfTlPo.slum ane Exhjbitlon,JeS$" '. 
th.an an' hOUrr/aWay'l on Switze(laAsls :Lake Geneva, . ,'.' , - . ' I" ' •• _~. -;;, ~, 

Montreux'~ brgE!niz~rs need .opt worry- just yet. Allho1l9h marketed with ,expert ' i, 
elan, offering hlJge, moderrl',!!xhlbit'facilitles and a symposium with powerful govern; .' 
ment and industry figures, it was ,apparent midway throu!;jh .the conference that IlU <. 

had promised more than .it coull:;! deliver for its inaugura.I:'effort, ,~~; 
. Although the Eixhibit floor':haq its high points----including a'21-company Japanese blgh
definition TV display 'and a tJ:S:' p,avlVon with' oompanies ·lncluQing Comsat" Scieiitlfjc~\ . 
Atlanta, USWest, U.S, Inform~tiQri OO~m:9Y and otners--there was no sign"0f the 50,000,io·. ' 
75,000 e,xh'iblt attendees 1~~;}1aq' s:uggested would attend, /IJ,first-d'.ly, waJk..thrOuQh \~9t! . " 
3, counting some attendees more,' t\1~n Once, turned up 2:500, ,- • '.' 

And the ~ymp09ium, while of, .g&"~r~lIy excellent q~~lity, experienQ!3d :a signj!ic~t 
number of speaker; dropouts, -jme1uljlng some/of the bigg@st .names, .and earfy.'Se.s.:. 
sions ran far past schedule :(p{Omptlng one wit to ~ujp! "How do yoo tu(n'~6ff,'a 
minister?"): ' . , " , ' 

But the ITU. looking to e)$tEilild its .vast success with the , once.every~four-~eaJs, '.' 
Telecom (the largest telecommunjc~tiQns exhibit of its kind) Intp the rr.ass media ,il~191 \ 
appears determined to try againWitl) ITU-OOM again in 1991. ; ," 

Retiring Secretary General Richard Butler told the press at a brJeflng that: the 
gathering preated a "missing link" fo~ the ITU, ,since the br0'SQCasting' and, electronic ' 
media community has "no\ been catered to adequately" IMhe past. He added he was 
~ot di~appojr;ted by the SIT1ElP siz.e ~f t~e show, arguing"that,,.1t fleeCilEiq It('(le togrC!l.Wi 
lust as had Telecom when It began In the early 1970s\ , ' 

Regarding.Montreux, BuUE,lr wa~r~luctant to detaikdise,u'$sions he said ITU had With 
the Montreux'o'rganizers, but indlcate.d there' was an 'agreement that ITU~COM would 
focus more,ooths'transmission side 'oUhe industr:y, while Monlreux would 00ncentrate 
on production and programing issues; 
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